Utility companies, DOT’s, and municipalities across the country specify SlipNOT® access hatches and manhole covers as a way to keep pedestrians and workers safe. Non-slip vault covers and sidewalk doors create a high traction walking surface that helps eliminate slip and fall accidents and expensive liability lawsuits. Slip resistant access hatches are custom fabricated to meet job specifications.

We do not provide the vault cover assembly, we only provide the cover plate.

**PRODUCT INFORMATION**

**Thickness:** 1/4” and up  
Lengths and widths are customer specific  
**Available SlipNOT® surfaces:** Galvanized Steel, Stainless Steel, and Aluminum  
**SlipNOT® finishes:** Mill or Painted  
**Available in:** Grade 2 (Medium) or Grade 3 (Coarse – steel surface only)  
**Installation method:** Based upon municipality requirements  
Approved and used by utilities such as Pacific Gas & Electric, AT&T, Verizon, City of Palo Alto, City of Denver, City of Portland, Sacramento Municipal Utility District, among others.  
For more technical data regarding vault covers, please contact Oldcastle Precast or Bilco.

**Advantages**  
► Long-term safety to pedestrians in all weather conditions  
► High traction surface that is protected against rust to ensure durability and longevity  
► Designed to provide structural integrity for vehicle or pedestrian traffic